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5

Abstract6

E-Learning is spreading around the world with leaps and bounds with the growth of Internet.7

People are keen to get high skilled knowledge from the knowledge pros in the industry and a8

very new concept of cloud computing is also not unaffected with E-learning. With the intense9

penetration of the Internet in the life of mankind and fast acceptance of the cloud computing10

is making researchers to design the various architectures for the cloud applications in11

generalized manner and specific to the applications. E-learning facilitates the students,12

teachers, universities and educational service providers to get the services with all ease and13

24x7 bases.In cloud computing we mean by a Cloud as a type of parallel and distributed14

system over the network and virtual machines which are managed for load balancing with high15

provision for security, and its services are offered to the customers using SLA (Service Level16

Agreement). Whereas, Cloud Computing includes both applications and hardware system17

software running applications.From the studies of various research papers and works done by18

various researchers it has been found that the major areas of focus in the field of cloud19

computing are architecture definitions, security, integration of services on various layers,20

inclusion of Various network and communication devices being developed rapidly.21

22

Index terms— cloud computing, e-learning, cloud architecture, virtualization, distributed computing.23

1 Introduction24

loud computing has been growing with a very fast rate as the acceptance of cloud resources is rapid among the25
persons. The many fold advantages of the cloud computing are also making it popular between the persons of all26
ages and streams. The users of the cloud are on all over the Internet from web space hosting providers, through27
data centres to virtualization software providers. Since cloud is a new term and its fuzzy nature is causing28
everyone to define cloud according to their own perspectives for the cloud.29
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Major definitions for the cloud has been given by many scientists and major companies who have Microsoft and33
Yahoo and others are providing high quality cloud computing services.34

The cloud solutions provided by these either commercial solutions in one form or another, or actively sponsor35
research centres pursuing development of marketable technology.36

The major layers in cloud architecture deal with the different parts of the cloud applications. The parts of the37
cloud includes PC, mobile or other hand held devices used to connect to the cloud over Internet, various servers38
which are used to accept the client requests and provide services to them from the cloud, the tools specific to the39
various cloud applications such as database, hardware resources, applications etc. and finally a data center and40
broker applications which provide the authentication, authorization, confidentiality and sharing of resources to41
the various users of the Cloud. Abstract -E-Learning is spreading around the world with leaps and bounds with42
the growth of Internet. People are keen to get high skilled knowledge from the knowledge pros in the industry and43
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2 B

a very new concept of cloud computing is also not unaffected with E-learning. With the intense penetration of44
the Internet in the life of mankind and fast acceptance of the cloud computing is making researchers to design the45
various architectures for the cloud applications in generalized manner and specific to the applications. E-learning46
facilitates the students, teachers, universities and educational service providers to get the services with all ease47
and 24x7 bases.48

In cloud computing we mean by a Cloud as a type of parallel and distributed system over the network and49
virtual machines which are managed for load balancing with high provision for security, and its services are offered50
to the customers using SLA (Service Level Agreement). Whereas, Cloud Computing includes both applications51
and hardware & system software running applications.52

anukrati_dubey@yahoo.com On the basis of the above discussion, platforms like YouTube, Vimeo, Flickr,53
Slideshare and Skype are included in a list of cloud applications -platforms that hold your data (images, video,54
presentations, voice) and manages them all so you don’t have to worry about them. a) Merits & Demerits of55
Cloud Computing Merits of cloud computing are too many to enlist all but a few bigger advantages of the cloud56
computing are as follows:57

i. Cloud computing facilitates the equal flow of data between the outsourced and outsourcing services. ii.58
Data Center concept allows for centralized data collection and hence all the users get equal amount of updated59
data. iii. The easy flow of information allows the host organization an assurance to the employees about their60
work and data management.61

The major problems with cloud computing is as follows:62
i. Leads to management problems ii. Disagreement within the information technology departments iii. The63

webmaster will have to set up new systems for dealing with the conflict iv. Additional communication system and64
its configurations are required, so that there is another company involved in the business might not get affected.65
v. Businesses that deal with responsive data will be concerned about safety of their mechanism [2]66

II. Architecture of Cloud Computing Cloud architecture is consisting of multiple resources working for67
cloud altogether with each other having loose coupling between them so that the system will not have direct68
dependencies and any of the part can be added, updated or changed in case of requirement/failure without69
affecting the rest of the system. It involves both hardware and software applications.70

For loose coupling between the various applications over the cloud messages queues are used so that71
dependencies between them will be manageable.72

The Cloud Computing Architecture is the structure of the system, which consists of on-premise and cloud73
resources, services, middleware, and software components, their geo-location, their externally visible properties74
and the relationships between them. In the area of cloud computing, protection depends on having the right75
architecture for the right application. Organizations must understand the individual requirements of their76
applications, and if already using a cloud platform, understand the corresponding cloud architecture.77

A cloud computing architecture consists of a front end and a back end. They connect to each other through78
a network, usually the Internet. The front end is the side the computer user, or client, sees. The back end is79
the ”cloud” section of the system. a) Cloud Computing Architecture i. Front End This requires dealing with80
the client side resources such as network; client application downloads created using various languages such as81
HTML, JS, XML, JSON etc. Web services like electronic mail programs use web browsers such as Google Chrome,82
Firefox, Microsoft’s internet explorer or Apple’s Safari. Other types of systems have some unique applications83
which provide network access to its clients such as messenger applications, ftp clients etc.84

ii. Back End Various servers running over the cloud, Data Center and Data Center Broker applications,85
Server Disks, Network Infrastructure, various applications to manage communication with the client, processing86
client requests, connecting with front end application etc are kept in this category of back end architecture87
of cloud computing. Groups of these clouds make a whole cloud computing system. The major categories of88
applications are any type of web application program such as video games to applications for data processing,89
software development and entertainment. Usually, every application would have its individual dedicated server90
for services.91

In current cloud architecture a central server is established which is used for administering the whole system,92
monitoring client’s demand as well as traffic to ensure that everything of system runs without any problem. A93
rule set is used to control the server activities generally called as protocols which are followed by this server and94
it uses a special type of software known termed as middleware.95

2 B96

Middleware is an intermediate application which allows computers that are connected on networks to communicate97
with each other. Many companies that are service providers need hundreds of storage devices. The cloud98
computing system must have a copy of all the data of its client’s. RAID is used for data backup and management99
over the cloud.100
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3 III.101

4 Existing System102

According to Manop Phankokkruad, 2012 [1] has addressed the problem of the cloud computing as, the103
classical e-learning system is based on client/server architecture thus they lack of the scalability, flexibility and104
interoperability. It makes the learning resources cannot share, and the system improvement is not easily. In their105
paper [1], authors have proposed a new architecture for e-learning system that the architecture separate into106
three layers includes infrastructure, platform and application.107

On Infrastructure layer, the learning resources from the traditional system are transferred to the cloud database108
instead of the usual DBMS. Whereas on Platform layer, a new e-learning system that consists of the CMS, AMS,109
and other service components were developed. These components were developed to be the intermediary between110
cloud database and the applications. [1] Finally on application layer, CAT web application and WBI application111
were developed for interacting with the student’s client. [1] Cloud Service Architecture for e-Learning System112

The Implementation Components of the Cloud on E-Learning System [1] Mingwei Wang, Jingtao Zhoul,113
Shikai Jing et. Al. 2012 ??2] have specified in their work that the proposed systems must be self adaptive114
and should provide the flexibility to the clients as per their requirements. The cloud manufacturing vision115
(GetCM) is introduced to provide the on demand architecture with reliability, flexibility and reliability based on116
cloud computing. In contrast to the conventional networked manufacturing paradigm, the paper analyzes from117
technological, functional and economic aspects to provide the evidences of the benefits from GetCM.118

Focuses of this paper are placed on the vision and the outline of GetCM architecture.119
Yangpeng Zhu, Jing Zhang, 2012 [3] have focused in their research over SaaS layer and specified that software120

as a Service is becoming a popular research field in software development for its feature of low costing entry, easy121
implementation and zero infrastructures.122

With the extensive development of SaaS software, how to create a safe, stable, userconfigurable, high123
performance, low cost SaaS development model has become a key issue. As the structures of various Cloud124
computing platform and the increasing number of tenants [6], combination SaaS system and the cloud platform125
can reduce operational costs, provide more and more flexibility and scalability.126

IV.127

5 Proposed Algorithm128

Cloud Computing is facilitating users around the world for the best of the services available across the world on129
their machines through web. It is beneficial for both the service providers (they get huge clientele) and clients130
(they get all available services).131

Figure ?? : Simple Cloud E-Learning is one such service which is required to all the students around the world132
so that the best faculties around the world can be available to them on pay per use basis.133

In this research, a new distributed architecture is being proposed to provide an opportunity to the learners134
around the world to use the resources being shared by the faculties and online communication between the135
faculties and students.136

Studies of the research papers reveal that the cloud computing is enhancing rapidly and various architectures137
for cloud oriented processing are being In e-Learning, has proposed an architecture which is centralized server138
database oriented architecture. In this research, emphasis is on SaaS development for providing a cloud solution139
for e-Learning, which is the area where no other researchers have been proposed earlier. [1] For e-Learning on140
Cloud, we need to implement Cloud Application which shall be working on SaaS Layer. Proposed application141
will be developed in following steps:142

Step 1: There are two users, one working as teacher (admin) and other as student (learners). Step 2: Online143
text whiteboard and examination system shall be used for presenting the working of the proposed algorithm.144

Step 3: There will be two or more servers which will share the information from each other. (Cloud)145
Step 4: Teacher can add from any server and students can learn from any server to show the mapping of the146

clouds.147
Step 5: DBaaS (Database as a Service) is also implemented which provides mechanism for data interaction148

for SaaS layer and manages data using Distributed database management system (DDBMS) so that speed of149
processing shall always be up to the mark.150

Step 6: The overall system architecture defined in this paper is straight forward and allows for simplicity of151
processing for the users of the clouds.152

The two major services being offered as on the proposed architecture are white board and online examination153
system. Whiteboard is a utility services for the faculties to teach using text, images and other multimedia services154
available online and in this proposed work it is being implemented using AJAX based chatting service which will155
allow the faculties to send files over the cloud for all the students who have joined the online class room.156

Online examination system is a evaluation system which will be implemented for evaluating the skills of the157
students who are undergoing the course. It will include objective type questions for evaluation. A common home158
page shall be there to show the current toppers of the examinations conducted for the students of the system.159
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8 FUTURE WORK

6 Conclusion160

Studies of the various papers and works done by authors have been done to find out the problem and it is found161
that the cloud computing is apparently a new technology which is growing very fast and provides new horizons162
to the computing world. It is technique where implementations are not too many and the major players in163
industry are very few. The situation is so because a lot of structural, architectural and security work in various164
applications of the cloud is still to be done. This work selects a similar problem of E-Learning through cloud165
computing and proposes a new architecture for the same.166

E-Learning has been taken as the application area to showcase the working of proposed cloud architecture.167
Several application areas have been found and it is concluded that e-Learning is the emerging field in which lot168
of work has not been done for the security of the contents and users.169

Various papers and researches in the area have been studied to find that other algorithms in this application170
area are focused on to provide the contents to the clients.171

7 VI.172

8 Future Work173

The proposed work is being implemented on simulation environment using standard machines, in future the same174
can be deployed over the real cloud environment and test it for its accuracy and performance.175

A further improvement in the architecture at IaaS and PaaS layers may be helpful in increasing the performance176
of the e-Learning system. 1
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